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T-Shirt Company Reveals Alien Ecommerce Site with UFO Sighting Reports
TheyExist.Space defying beliefs one T-Shirt design at a time
PASADENA, Calif. - Feb. 8, 2022 - PRLog -- TheyExist.Space Revealed today first contact of its
cutting-edge eCommerce site that provides alien, UFO and UAP apparel for believers and non-believers
alike. TheyExist.Space specializes in unique themed T-Shirts, amusing sayings and original designs. The
site also has an unusual and informative twist; they provide a place for people to tell their alien or UFO
encounter stories.
Forged from the belief that full disclosure should happen sooner rather than later, and that "first contact" is
right around the corner, no matter what the government does or says.
The website offers to publish stories about encounters with Aliens, UFOs and UAPs from anyone who has
had a real close encounter or from anyone who has information about alien contact or abductions. The
website also reports on UFO news.
As world governments, particularly the U.S. government, are getting closer to full disclosure, interest has
not only spiked in the UFO community, but it's also increased from people who didn't have an opinion one
way or the other about aliens. The topic has grown in popularity so much that clergy are now working with
NASA to discuss the phenomena and how to cope with its religious implications.
TheyExist.Space does more than just sell amazing T-Shirts, it's a place to share your stories about UFOs or
encounters you've had, or to read about others and weigh the evidence for yourself. The company also
strives to provide T-Shirt designs that generate discussion and human interaction and open conversations
about the very real possibility of contact.
"Many people find it difficult to strike up conversations about UFOs. Most often, the interaction begins
with a silly comment or joke. We created the designs at TheyExist.Space to kickstart those personal
exchanges and help like-minded people find each other," states TheyExist.Space Founder, Ben Taylor. "In a
society where everyone wants to wear something different and unique, They Exist provides designs that
cannot be found anywhere else on Earth and gives the wearer an outlet to showcase their sense of humor,
their beliefs and stir conversations," continues Taylor.
The company's goal is to be a hub or resource for news and information and for people to share their
stories, or perhaps to encourage others to share their stories. The more people who come forward the
harder it will be for governments and people to deny.
TheyExist.Space offers high-quality T-Shirts and other merchandise to Alien, UFO and UAP fans and
enthusiasts. All designs are original and clothing can be completely customized to each shopper's
preference.
Visit: https://theyexist.space/
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